
Hey guys…Happy Holidays. 

 

Having a bit of trouble clearing and moving around like a lot of us…. 

Just a few notes on zapping. 

 

They are facing in all directions (facing you---not just zapping from behind), so like a baseball player 

hitting a ball or swatting a carpet, we gotta get them out of us. We were not zapping recently, and now 

having to deal with it. God help us. 

A special thank you to the friends of ours who figured out about the “their facing us” strategy. We know, 

a lot of folks don’t mean harm, but it really hurts, and we have to get clear. God save their souls. 

Whatever religion people believe or not, we share the same struggle… 

The people watching horses gotta go. No question, it causes a pinch because of the horse’s hip curved 

different than ours, that is excruciating…just shuts a person down…unbearable….thanks for the help 

guys… 

 

Don’t engage the negative people. Just let go, and focus on getting them away from you. 

The drama of the industry is gonna have to deal with the word of GOD.  

Nothing left to help. 

The word will settle this over time.  

So anyway, just try and not panic when the space camera ‘locked up’ thing happens. It takes a while to 

do anything. So hang in there. It’s possible the stiffness is also from rigamortis people in the general 

area, as well as the people turned in the opposite direction. So, their back is your stomach…terrible 

stuff…We’ve been here before and will get through it. For me, it’s time to start bring the walking cane 

around. Prayers to anyone out there dealing with physical challenges, and the usual we care sentiment 

our friends.  

We pray the drama throwers will leave us alone. That’s what causes our problem in the first place. Filling 

up with the nonsense people and we have get clear, and it hurts real bad. They suck. Anyway, thank you 

to all the nice people who care. We love you too. Take care…..from Everlasting Peace…..  


